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Abstract
This paper proposes a statistical method of acquiring knowledge about the abbreviation possibility of some of multiple phrases modifying the same
verb/noun. Our method calculates weight values of
multiple phrases by mutual information based on the
strength of relation between the phrases among the
multiple phrases and modified verbs/nouns. Among
phrases modifying the same verb/noun, those having
relatively low weight value are deleted. The evaluation of our method by experiments shows that the precision attains about 74.0% and the recall attains about
43.0%.
Keywords: abbreviation of multiple phrases, corpus, summarization.
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Introduction

Recent rapid progress of computer and communication technologies enabled us to access enormous
amount of machine-readable information easily. This,
however, has caused so called the information overload problem. Under these circumstances, the necessity for automatic summarization has been increasing
and has been intensively studied recently (see e.g,[6]).
No all-purpose automatic summarization method for
summarizing any type of documents appropriately exists, thus, in many cases, we must combine several
summarization methods as components when we develop an automatic summarization system. Deletion
of some unnecessary parts from a sentence is among
such important summarization methods[12][3].
In this paper, we propose a statistical learning
method which acquires knowledge about the deletion possibility of some of multiple phrases modifying the same verb/noun in order to summarize a document by deleting unimportant segments from a sentence in the document. As a method of summarization
which deletes unimportant segments from a sentence,
© 2003 National Institute of Informatics

Ohtake et al.[7][8] proposes a method which deletes
one of two phrases modifying the same noun by using manually constructed rules. Knight et al.[5] and
Jing[2] and Takeuchi et al.[11] propose methods which
extract rules for reducing a sentence from aligned
corpus of human-made summaries and their original
manuscripts. As for such application of supervised
learning using aligned corpus, Katoh et al.[4] proposes
a method which acquires knowledge about paraphrasing by using an aligned corpus of manuscripts for character broadcasting (i.e., a kind of summaries) and corresponding original TV news manuscripts.
However, these previously proposed methods have
the following drawbacks for practical use.
To make a complete list of rules manually in order to delete unimportant segments from a sentence is a hard task.
Aligned corpus between original manuscripts
and summaries is useful. But it is not necessarily available. Moreover, constructing summaries manually for obtaining such aligned corpus is a time-consuming and costly task.
By these reasons, we propose a statistical learning
method which acquires knowledge from a general corpus (e.g., news paper articles), about the deletion possibility of some of multiple phrases modifying the
same verb/noun to summarize by deleting unimportant
segments from a sentence. Note that multiple phrases
denote some phrases modifying the same verb/noun
and a phrase denotes one of the multiple phrases
throughout this paper unless specified otherwise. An
example is shown as follows. In this example, three
:forget)”;
phrases modify a verb “wasurereu(
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Example 1: watasitatiha kessite 1 17wo wasuretehanaranai (
: We must never forget “1 17”.),
: We),
phrase 1: watasitatiha (
: never),
phrase 2: kessite (
: “1 17”),
phrase 3: 1 17wo (
: forget),
modified verb: wasureru (
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Sakai et al.[9][10] propose statistical methods
which acquire knowledge from a general corpus about
the deletion possibility of adnominal verb phrases and
phrases modifying a verb, respectively. The method
proposed in [9] acquires knowledge about the deletion
possibility of adnominal verb phrases. The method
proposed in [10] acquires knowledge about the deletion possibility of phrases modifying a verb. However, the method [9] is applied only to the adnominal
verb phrases and the method [10] is applied only to the
phrases modifying a verb, the method to be proposed
in this paper applies to all phrases among the multiple
phrases.
The method proposed by Ohtake et al.[7][8] deletes
one of two phrases modifying the same noun by using manually-constructed rules and the system YELLOW which implemented the method exhibits a good
performance at TSC1 task B in NTCIR Workshop 2.
However, the method can only be applied to sentences
having structures matching the rules and constructing
such rules manually is a hard task. In contrast, our
method deletes some of multiple phrases having unimportant contents by using statistical information obtained from a single corpus. Consequently, more flexibility in deletion of some of multiple phrases is attained. Moreover our method can be applied to not
only multiple phrases modifying the same noun but
also multiple phrases modifying the same verb. In general, the multiple phrases modifying the same verb appear more frequently than those modifying the same
noun (as will be seen in Table 2).
Our method extracts knowledge about deletion of
some of multiple phrases from a single corpus, e.g.,
news paper articles provided as a machine-readable
form, documents obtained from WWW which are easily available.
We participate in the TSC2 task A in NTCIR Workshop 3 to evaluate our method and show results of this
task in this paper. Moreover, we also evaluate our
method by recall and precision in addition to the evaluation by TSC2.
We introduce our method in Sec. 2 and its implementation and experiments for evaluation are illustrated in Secs. 3 and 4, respectively. We show results
of the TSC2 task A in Sec. 5. We analyze the results
of the experiments in Sec. 6. Sec. 7 concludes this
paper.

2

Proposed method

Our method is based on the intuition that some
phrases among the multiple phrases which are easily
associated with by modified verb/noun can be deleted.
:
For example, in “Example 1”, phrase “kessite(
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never) is easily associated with by modified verb “wasuresu(
: forget)”.
To reflect the intuition, we calculate the weight
value assigned to the strength of the relation between a phrase among multiple phrases and a modified
verb/noun by the phrase, and phrases having relatively
small weight value comparing with other phrases
among the multiple phrases are deleted. And, a phrase
having the largest weight value among the multiple
phrases is not deleted. The weight value assigned to
the strength of the relation is calculated by a formula
based on mutual information and it has small weight
value if the mutual information has a large value. That
is, the combination of the phrase among the multiple
phrases and the modified verb/noun, which has a large
mutual information value, is frequently contained in a
corpus. Consequently, such phrases are easily associated with by the verb/noun.
We introduce a deletion method of some of multiple
phrases modifying the same verb in Sec 2.1 and deletion of some of multiple phrases modifying the same
noun in Sec 2.2.

2.1

Deletion of some of multiple phrases modifying the same verb

We introduce our deletion method of some of multiple phrases modifying the same verb. An example of
multiple phrases modifying the same verb is shown as
follows.
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phrase 2: kessite (( : never),
phrase 3: 1  17 wo ( 3456  : 1  17),
modified verb: wasureru ( +!&, : forget),

Example 2: watasitatiha kessite 1 17 wo wasuretehanaranai (
: We must never forget “1 17”.),
: We),
phrase 1: watasitatiha (

-

#7

This example shows that verb “wasureru (
: forget)” is modified by three phrases, which are watasitati
: we), kessite (
: never) and 1 17
ha (
: 1 17). We define such a structure
wo (
of a sentence as the multiple phrases and denote one of
,
the multiple phrases as
where,
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IKJML:NPOQNSRKT

IKJML:NPOQNSRKT : the phrase containing word L and modified verb R by relation operator O ,
L : a word contained in the phrase IKJML:NPOQNSU T and
modifying verb R ,
O : the

relation operator showing relation between
and verb ,
word

L

R
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Algorithm for deleting some of multiple
phrases modifying the same verb

Based on the above observations, our method of deleting some of multiple phrases modifying the same verb
is formally described as follows:
Algorithm for deleting some of multiple phrases
modifying the same verb

mnJMIKJoLpNqOqNPRKTrT
IKJMLpNqOQNSRKT
w JoLnTxHysJoIKJML:NPOQNSRKTrT
mnJMIKJML:NPOQNPRsTtTvu
z JML:NPOQNPR T
{
|
}q~) JVJML:NPOQNSR2TrT N
z
JML:NPOQNSRKTvu JM { z JML:JMNPL:OPT NPOQz NSJMRKOQNST R2T ToN
{

of one of mul[Step 1:] Weight value
is calculated by the following
tiple phrase
formula :

where



: frequency of all multiple phrases in the corpus,

w JoLnT : frequency of part of speech of L in the corpus, the part of speech of L is either a noun,
a verb, an adjective, a conjunction, an adverb,
or a demonstrative pronoun. However,
if the
w
partw of speech of L is a noun, JoLnT is set to
be JMLT /2, because the frequency of part of

U

U

shows the relation between word
and verb .
We define as a relation operator. For example, when
: 1 17), is
a phrase is 1 17 wo(
(wo kaku: wo-case)”, because a case
shown as “
(wo kaku: wo-case)”
post-positional particle is “
in this phrase. Some relation operators are exemplified
in Table 4, where, the symbol of relation operator is
based on the results analyzed by KNP version 2.0b6
which we employ as a parser.
2.1.1

corpus,

z JMOQNSR2T : frequency of phrases which modify verb R
by relation operator O in a corpus,

\^]YWY_:`W[

L

U

z JMLpNqOPT : frequency of phrases which include word L
and modify verbs by relation operator O in the

R

where,
is a word modifying verb . The part of
is either of a noun, a verb, an adjecspeech of
tive, an adverb, or a demonstrative. However, an ancillary words are excluded (for example suffixes and
post-positional particles., etc.). For example, when a
: 1 17),
is the
phrase is 1 17 wo(
is a noun,
is the semanword 1 17. If word
tic code (feature) of the noun, where, we employ the
(Tango taikei: vocabulary system)” in the
“
(Nihongo goi taikei)”[1]
thesaurus “
as a dictionary of semantic codes (features). However,
is a noun which does not have a semantic
if word
is the noun. Moreover, if noun
code (feature),
is a compound noun, noun is replaced with a noun
contained at the end of the compound noun. For exis “Tougou(
: unification)”, when noun
ample,
is “Shijo Tougou(
: market unification)”.
: market unification)” is
(The “Shijo Tougou(
:
a compound noun composed of a noun:“Shijo(
: unification)”).
market)” and a noun:“Tougou(

(1)
(2)

z JoLpNqOqNPR T : frequency of phrases which include word
L and modify verb R by relation operator O in
the corpus,
 http://www-lab25.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/knp.html

speech of noun is too high comparing to those
of other parts of speech.

yKJMIKJoLpNqOqNPRKTrT : the number of clauses contained in
phrase IKJML:NPOQNSRKT .
[Step 2:] mJoIJML:NPOrNSRKTrT is calculated by the fol-

lowing formula :

mJMIJML#NSOrPNSRKTrT
u 2 ~ M mnJMIJML*mnJMNSIKOrPJMNPL RK TrNPT O  NSRKTrT N (3)
l    
here, verb R is modified by  phrases, that is, verb R
is modified by IKJML NSO NSRKTMNPSPNSIKJML NPO NSRKT .
l l
 
[Step 3:] Delete phrase IKJML#NSOrPNSRKT having weight
value mJoIJML*NPOqNSRKTrT smaller than a threshold

value predetermined by trial and error.
2.1.2

Explanation of the Algorithm to delete
phrases modifying the verb

We calculate the weight value assigned to the strength
of the relation between a phrase among multiple
phrases and the modified noun in Step 1. The relative values to a phrase in the multiple phrases are calculated in Step 2. And, the phrases having relatively
small weight value comparing to those of other phrases
are deleted in Step 3. Hence, the phrase having the
largest weight value is not deleted among the multiple
phrases.
is the mutual information between
containing word
and verb
phrase
modified by relation operator . If the mutual information has a large value, the weight value
is small, and as a result, the phrase
tends to be deleted. The combination of
and the modified verb having a
phrase
large mutual information value is frequently contained
in the corpus and such a phrase is easily associated
with by verb .

R

JMLpNqOQNSRKT
IKJML:NPOQNSRKT

mJMIJML:NPOQNSR2TrT
IKJML:NPOQNSRKT
IKJMLpNqOQNSRKT
R

O

L

R
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Table 1. Some relation operators (multiple phrases modifying the same verb)
part of speech of
relation operators
noun
(ga kaku: ga-case)
(wo kaku: wo-case)
noun
(de kaku: de-case)
(ni kaku: ni-case)
verb
(hukugouzi renyou: verb phrases)
adjective
(zyaku renyou: adjective phrases)

L

#k
>¢ k
¤b&¥&¦§
¨>¦§

¡j2k
¡<£ k

L

Table 2. Frequency of part of speech of
part of speech of
phrases modifying verbs phrases modifying nouns
noun
1277730
77754
verb
178203
22217
adjective
53918
12709
adverb
70479
2243
demonstrative pronoun
15763
4086
conjunction
19088
108
1615181
119117

L



w JMLT

is the frequency of the part of speech of
modifying verb
in corpus. Thus, it is diffiwith large
cult to delete phrases containing word
value (for example, the part of speech of
is a noun or a verb). But, it is easy to delete phrases
with small
value (for excontaining word
is an adjective or a
ample, the part of speech of
conjunction or an adverb). Moreover, the value of
changes with phrases modifying the same verb
or phrases modifying the same noun. Thus, degree
of deleting some of multiple phrases changes with
phrases modifying nouns or phrases modifying verbs.
when we use 66686 documents
Table 2 shows
from Nikkei newspaper articles from January 1, to
is the
June 31, 1993, as a corpus.
.
number of clauses contained in phrase
is kessite(
For example, when phrase
: never),
. If the phrase
has a large
value, the
is hard to delete because its delephrase
tion causes serious information loss. Consequently,
are not deleted by
phrases with
our method.

L

R

w JoLnT

L

L

L

w JoLnT

L

w JoLnT

w JoLnT

Ky JMIKJML:NPOQNSRKTrT
IsJoLpNqOqNPRKT
IsJoLpNqOqNP| RKT
.
/g1
yKJMIJMLpNqOQNSRhTrTpu
IKJML:NPOQNSRKT
yKJMIKJML:NPOQNPRsTtT
IKJML:NPOQNSRKT
yKJMIKJoLpNqOqNPRhTrTs©?ª
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:
In addition, phrases modifying verbs “suru(
: be), aru(
: be)” are not deleted
do), naru(
by our method, because, the phrases modifying their
verbs are hardly associated with by them. Next,
phrases modifying verbs by relation operators shown
in Table 3 are not deleted by our method. This is because the phrases containing their relation operators
are a subjective case or often have important contents,
then deletion causes serious information loss.

Table 3. Relation operators which undeleted phrases modify verbs by
(ga kaku: ga-case)
(wo kaku: wo-case)
(ni kaku: to-case)
(to kaku: to-case)
(mi kaku: null-case)
( to: to)

#k
° £ kk
2.2

2j k
®¯k
±n² ±

Deletion of some of multiple phrases modifying the same noun

We introduce a deletion method of some of multiple phrases modifying the same noun. An example of
multiple phrases modifying the same noun is shown as
follows.

³"´µH¶2·"¸5¹ $Hºh»5¼5½*¾K¿"À

Example 3: seiken wo obiyakasu yuuryoku na raibaru ga
sonnzai sinai (
: There is no strong rival who threatens the
administration exists.),
: who threatphrase 1: seikein wo obiyakasu (
ens the administration),
: strong),
phrase 2: yuuryoku na (
: rival),
modified noun: raibaru (

 $"'
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-
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This example shows that noun “raibaru (
: rival)” is modified by two phrases, which are seiken wo
: threatening the adminisobiyakasu (
: strong). We define
tration) and yuuryokuna (
such a structure of a sentence as the multiple phrases,
,
and denote the multiple phrases as
where,

Å<ÆG*ÇiÈ&«

ÉWÊi¬

IKJMLpNqOQNSU T
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IKJML:NPOQNSU T : the phrase containing word L and modifying noun U by “relation operator” O ,
L : a word contained in the phrase IKJMLpNqOQNSU T and
modifying noun U ,

O : the “relation operator” showing relation between
word L and noun U ,
O shows relation between word L and noun U . For
example, when the phrase is seiken wo obiyakasu( Å
ÆG#ÇpÈ#« : threatening the administration), the O is
shown as “ Ë&ÌW¦:Z (doushi rentai: adnominal verb

phrase)”, because the phrase is an adnominal verb
phrase. Some relation operators are exemplified in Table 4.
2.2.1

Algorithm for deleting some of multiple
phrases modifying the same noun

Based on the above observations, our method of deleting some of multiple phrases modifying the same noun
is formally described as follows:
Algorithm for deleting some of multiple phrases
modifying the same noun
of one of
[Step 1:] Weight value
is calculated by the folmultiple phrases
lowing formula :

mnJMIKJoLpNqOqNPU TrT
IKJMLpNqOQNSU T
w JoLnT ysJoIKJML:NPOQNSU TrT
z { JML:NPOQNPU>T
mnJoIKJML:NPOQNSU TrTvu
|
{ }q~) z JVJML:NPOQNSU TrT N
JMLpNqOQNSU TvuÍÎJM { z JMLpJoNqLpOPT NqOqz NPUJMOQNPT U T T
{

(4)
(5)

z JoLpNqOqNPU T : frequency of phrases which include
word L and modify noun U by relation operator O in the corpus,
z JoLpNqOST : frequency of phrases which include word L
and modify verbs by relation operator O in the
corpus,

z JoOQNSU T : frequency of phrases which include words
and modify noun U by relation operator O in the
corpus,

: frequency of all multiple phrases in a corpus.

#k
° ®¯kk
±n² ±

w JoLnT : frequency of the part of speech of L in the
corpus.w However, if the part
w of speech of L is a
noun, JMLT is set to be JMLT /2.
yKJMIKJML:NPOQNPU>TtT : the number of clauses constructing
phrase IKJMLpNqOQNSU T .

j2k
Ï k
ÐgÑ

mJMIhJMLpNqO  NSU TrT

[Step 2:]
lowing formula :

is calculated by the fol-

mJMIJML  NPO  NSU TrT
u 2 ~ M mnJMIKJoL*mnJoNSIKOrPJMNPL*U>TtNPT OqNSU TrT N (6)
l    
here, noun U is modified by  phrases, that is, noun
U is modified by IKJML l NPO l NPU>ToNSPSMNIKJML  NSO  NSU T .
[Step 3:] Delete phrase IsJoL*NSOrPNPU>T having weight
value mJMIJML#NSOrPNSU TrT smaller than a threshold

value predetermined by trial and error.
Ò<²

In addition, phrases modifying nouns “koto(
:
: thing)” are not deleted by our
thing), mono(
method. Next, phrases modifying verbs by relation
operators shown in Table 5 are not deleted by our
method.

Ó Ô

3

where



Table 5. Relation operators which undeleted phrases modify nouns by
(ga kaku: ga-case)
(wo kaku: wo-case)
(to kaku: to-case)
(no kaku: no-case)
(mi kaku: null-case)
(rensetu: adjoin)
( to: to)

Implementation

Õ | ÕÖØ×

We implemented our method for participating in
documents from Mainichi
TSC2 task A. We use
newspaper articles from January 1, to June 31, 1998,
as a document set. Because, our method is applied to
the system developed for participating in TSC2 task A
and the Mainichi newspaper articles are employed as
a corpus in TSC2 task A. We employ JUMAN version 3.5 as a morphological analyzer, and KNP version 2.0b6 as a parser. Our method acquires knowledge about the deletion possibility of some of multiple
phrases, and deletes some of multiple phrases by using
the acquired knowledge. The phrases deleted by our
method are exemplified as follows. Note that the multiple phrases deleted by our method are underlined.
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Example 4: watasitatiha kessite 1.17 wo wasureteha
naranai (
: We must not never forget “1 17”.)
Example 5: tokuni konngo kyouwakokou ga nigiru afurikahyou wo naniganandemo kakuhosuru to
tikatta (
: In particular,
he promised that the Africa vote which Republic of
Congo has was surely secured.)

ßgà>á ¾sâ ,sã#äWåæ5ç
$ Û H¾ $ Ùgè"Úé>Û ê gÜ #ë ÝHì Þh:
· ,>Ù^í>î2

ï http://www-lab25.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/juman.html
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Table 4. Some relation operators (multiple phrases modifying the same noun)
part of speech of
relation operators
noun
(no kaku: no-case)
noun
(to kaku: to-case)
verb
(dousi rentai: adnominal verb phrase)
adjective
(keihan rentai: adnominal adjective phrase)

L

Ï k
®¯k
Ë>Ì¦Z
ðñ&¦Z

é+ó ô*ó2õ2ö
÷ø Ûù+ú&2û2ü<,ý"þ $ÿ ò2á

Example 6: chuugoku deno hatuno gorin kaisai ni syuunenn wo miseru pekinn nado... (
...: ..., including Beijing which shows a deep attachment to hold the first
Olympic Games in China.)

4

Evaluation by TSC2 in NTCIR Workshop 3

We participate in TSC2 in NTCIR Workshop 3 for
evaluation of our method and analyze results of this
task in this paper. Table 6 shows the results of TSC2
task A by the summarization system, which uses our
method as an element constructing it. The system is
constructed by an extraction method of important sentences and our deletion method of unnecessary parts
from a sentence. We employ the extraction method
implemented in a system YELLOW[7][8], which exhibited a good performance at TSC task A in NTCIR
Workshop 2. Table 6 also shows the results of TSC2
by the system YELLOW to compare with our method.

5

Table 7. Result of comparing our method
with YELLOW
Method
Precision(%) Recall(%) Deleted
Our method
71.2
49.1
73
Yellow
65.8
48.6
79

Experiments for evaluation

We evaluate our method by precision and recall in
addition to the evaluation by TSC2 in NTCIR Workshop 3. For this purpose, we implement our method by
employing  documents from Nikkei newspaper
articles from January 1, to June 31, 1993, as a corpus
and we choose documents for deleting some of multiple phrases by our method. We manually make a correct data set which shows multiple phrases appropriate
to be deleted among the chosen documents. Note that
the precision and the recall are defined as follows.
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where,
freq(A): the frequency of the same phrases shown by
the correct data set with phrases deleted by our
method,
freq(C): the frequency of phrases shown by the correct data set,
freq(M): the frequency of phrases deleted by our
method.

5.1

Evaluation of our method of deleting
some of multiple phrases modifying the
same noun

The method proposed by Ohtake et al.[7][8] deletes
one of the two phrases modifying the same noun by
using 36 manually-constructed rules and the system
by using the method exhibited a good performance at
TSC1 task B in NTCIR Workshop 2. We compare
our method with the method proposed by Ohtake et
al[7][8], and call the method YELLOW. We choose
 documents from  articles of Nikkei newspaper from January 1, to June 31, 1993. And we manually make a correct data set which shows multiple
phrases modifying the same noun appropriate to be
deleted among the 85 documents. There are 135 multiple phrases modifying the same noun in the 157 documents. Table 7 shows the results of comparing our
method with YELLOW. The threshold values of our
method are adjusted so that the recall of our method
coincides with that of YELLOW. Next, Table 8 shows
a part of the results of precision and recall which are

to
calculated for threshold values changed from 


on our method.

ÕÕÕ Õ
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5.2
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Evaluation of our method of deleting
some of multiple phrases modifying the
same verb

We choose 12 documents from 66686 articles of
Nikkei newspaper from January 1, to June 31, 1993.
And we manually make a correct data set which shows
multiple phrases appropriate to be deleted among the
12 documents. There are 199 multiple phrases modifying the same verb in the 12 documents. Table 9
exemplified a part of the results of precision and recall

to
calculated for threshold values changed from 

on our method.


Î Ö

Î |
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Table 6. The results of TSC2 in NTCIR Workshop 3
System C 20% R 20% C 40% R 40%
System by using our method
2.53
2.87
2.60
2.77
System Yellow
2.67
2.97
2.50
2.77
System by using tf
3.30
3.30
3.20
3.10
manually summarization
2.33
2.20
2.10
2.03

Table 8. Result of recall and precision
at multiple phrases modifying the same
noun
Threshold Precision(%) Recall(%) Deleted
0.12
75.4
40.6
57
0.14
76.7
43.4
60
0.16
76.7
43.4
60
0.18
74.6
44.3
63
0.2
75.0
45.3
64
0.22
73.1
46.2
67
0.24
72.5
47.2
69
0.26
70.4
47.2
71
0.28
70.8
48.1
72
0.3
70.8
48.1
72
0.32
71.2
49.1
73
Average
73.4
45.7
66.2

6

Discussion

As shown in Table 7, the precision and the recall
of the deletion of some of multiple phrases by our
 % and
 %, respectively.
method attain about
Moreover, Table 7 shows that the precision of our
method is superior to that by the method of YELLOW
when the recall of our method is adjusted to coincide
with that of YELLOW. Thus our method is promising
as a component to delete some of multiple phrases.
We consider that the reason why our method outperforms YELLOW is that 36 deletion rules of YELLOW
do not cover all types of multiple phrases modifying
nouns, as they are manually constructed. In contrast,
our method uses the importance for any phrase among
multiple phrases in the documents. Note that the importance is increased when the weight value assigned
to the strength of the relation between a phrase among
multiple phrases and a modified verb/noun has a large
value. However, YELLOW does not use such kind of
information.

×ªÎ
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Table 9. Result of recall and precision
at multiple phrases modifying the same
verb
Threshold Precision(%) Recall(%) Deleted
0.12
75.0
39.0
72
0.14
76.0
41.2
75
0.16
75.0
41.2
76
0.18
75.3
41.9
77
0.2
75.6
42.6
78
0.22
74.7
42.6
79
0.24
75.3
44.0
81
0.26
73.5
44.0
83
0.28
73.5
44.0
83
0.3
74.1
45.5
85
0.32
74.1
45.5
85
Average
74.7
42.9
79.5

provided in a machine-readable form in order to summarize by deleting unimportant segments from a sentence. Actually, our method deletes some of multiple
phrases which are easily associated with. We evaluate
our method, and we conclude that our method is able
to delete some of multiple phrases appropriately, because the precision and the recall attain about 74.0%
and 43.0%, respectively. Experimental results show
that our method is useful for deleting some of multiple
phrases.
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